
"A Shoreline Dream's Sonics Outrun Terminology, Shoegaze."
WIRED

Recollections of Memory is successful because it is extremely well put together both in its concise songwriting 
and flawless instrumentation.
JunkMedia

"85% - A Shoreline Dream might be one of the most aptly named bands to emerge from the musical seascape 
this year. Their debut LP, reminiscent of Sigur Rós meets Placebo, sweeps high and low with the lunar guid-
ance of a tidal somnambulant. As with the changing levels of the ocean, a potential to be drowned lurks 
behind every moment of tepid wading. But as with individual waves, the particulars of each track are overrun 
by the vastness of the sea itself."
FILTER

Best Neo-Shoegaze Album (2007) Avoiding the Consequences
WESTWORD

Lush, layered and hypnotic are probably some of the most common terms associated with these shoegazers. 
Not like there’s anything wrong with it, but that’s A Shoreline Dream. It’s like the saying goes, “if it ain’t broke 
don’t fix it.” The Denver quartet’s instrumentation is lush, the vocals are layered, and everything else is 
hypnotizing. SK
URB MAGAZINE

Denver-based band A Shoreline Dream knows its way around Slowdive's back catalog. Taken from the band's 
forthcoming Coastal EP, "New York" should have shoegazers down on bended knee.
XLR8R

"This Denver shoegazer act is back with an EP that expands on their shimmering wall of sound, opening with 
the all-encompasing “Ukraine”. The coastal theme comes across on all four songs, with guitars as the strong 
current, swirling through all the drawn-out melodies, and odd metal sounds in “The Barrier” crashing as the 
waves. The overall trance-like Spiritualized state is cut short too soon, with the disc clocking in at just twenty 
minutes. It’s almost startling once the songs are over to be once again faced with silence rather than dark 
dreams."
SENTIMENTALIST
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